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Abstract: Can cheap-talk always help achieve maximum efficiency in situations
that require coordination? Utilizing a class of two-person two-action coordination
games, we show experimentally that cheap-talk may or may not be informative,
rending it helpful for or detrimental to efficiency (relative to no cheap-talk
condition) and that the nature of coordination outcome crucially hinges upon two
key equilibrium-selection criteria: Payoff- and Risk-dominance. To explain our
data, we develop a level-k model of thinking in which players tremble while
choosing their actions and incur lying costs. Econometric estimations confirm the
superior explanatory power of our model over Ellingsen and Östling (2010)
model.
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I. Introduction
The problem of efficient coordination represents decentralized economic
situations where independent agents seek to tacitly coordinate their actions on the
efficient outcome. There is overwhelming evidence, however, that efficient
coordination is difficult to achieve (Camerer, 2003, Chapter 7, Behavioral Game
Theory: ! Experiments in Strategic Interaction). One natural way to facilitate
coordination on the efficient equilibrium is to allow players to engage in costless
pre-play communication with non-binding agreements, also known as cheap-talk.1
Although cheap-talk does not guarantee efficient outcomes, it may sometimes
truthfully reveal the speaker’s intentions and affect the listener’s beliefs, which
may guide play to the highest degree of efficiency.2
This paper carefully analyzes the potential of one round of two-way cheaptalk in four one-shot two-person two-action Stag-Hunt games by adopting the
method of laboratory experimentation. Stag-Hunt games are a prototypical
representation of the problem of efficient coordination and an apt touchstone for
theories of communication. Figure 1 presents a generic Stag-Hunt game. The

The use of cheap-talk to coordinate actions is fundamental to the human societies. There is
evidence in evolutionary biology (Pinker and Bloom, 1990), psychology (Kerr and KaufmannGilliland, 1994), and biology (Schelling, 1966, Chapter 7).
2
In the economics literature there is an impressive body of theoretical and experimental studies
that analyze the efficacy of cheap-talk in various strategic situations. See Crawford (1998) and
Farrell and Rabin (1996) for surveys.
1
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game has two strict pure-strategy Nash equilibria: (A, A) and (B, B).3 In the
generic game, the (A, A) equilibrium offers a strictly higher payoff to each player
than the (B, B) equilibrium and thus is socially efficient. The key innovation of
our paper is that while studying cheap-talk we systematically control for the two
major equilibrium-selection criteria across our games – payoff- and riskdominance. Payoff-dominance always selects the (A, A) while risk-dominance
selects either of the two equilibria, depending on the relative riskiness of the
actions. These two criteria have been shown to be the primary determinants of
behavior in Stag-Hunt games (Battalio et al., 2001; Schmidt et al., 2003; Devetag
and Ortmann, 2007). A separate group of subjects played each of our four StagHunt games only once, with or without cheap-talk in a between-subject design.
Our results are striking. Our major conclusion is that after controlling for
these two equilibrium-selection criteria, two-way cheap-talk does not necessarily
enhance efficiency. First, we find that the game in which each criterion selects a
different equilibrium and the numerical measure of each criterion takes a high
value, cheap-talk is largely untruthful and uninformative, rendering cheap-talk
less efficiency-enhancing than no cheap-talk. Second, we find that cheap-talk is as
effective as no cheap-talk to promote efficiency in the games where both the
criteria select the efficient equilibrium, regardless of the value of the payoff3

Stag-Hunt games can be generalized to include more players and actions (Van Huyck et al.,
1990) and they represent useful models of varied economic activity, such as investment or
production under complementarities (Bryant, 1983; Hirschleifer, 1983).
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dominance measure. Third, we find that cheap-talk improves efficiency relative to
no cheap-talk in the game where each criterion selects a different equilibrium but
the payoff-dominance measure takes a low value whereas the risk-dominance
measure takes a high value. In sum, our results reveal multifarious nature of
cheap-talk and cast serious doubt on the uncritical conclusion drawn in the
literature that cheap-talk always helps improve efficiency (Cooper et al., 1990,
1992; Van Huyck et al., 1992; Charness, 2000; Duffy and Feltovich 2002, 2006;
Bangun et al., 2006; Blume and Ortmann, 2007).
To explain our data, we develop a structural non-equilibrium model based on
level-k thinking that allows interaction of players with different degrees of
reasoning ability.4 Our model is closely related to Ellingsen and Östling (2010,
EÖ hereafter), which is the first paper to use a level-k model to study the effect of
cheap-talk in Stag-Hunt games. Using the level-k belief structure their model
shows how communication can play the role of reassurance to help players attain
maximum efficiency. EÖ, however, does not explain our data well mainly
because it cannot account for untruthful behavior.
On the modeling side, our novelty is that we bring together literatures on
coordination games and deception that have so far remained separated, but share a

4

Stahl and Wilson (1994, 1995) and Nagel (1995) were the first to introduce level-k models and
then these models were further developed in several other studies (Ho et al., 1998, Costa-Gomes
et al., 2001; Camerer et al., 2004; Costa-Gomes and Crawford, 2006; Crawford and Iriberri,
2007a, b). Level-k models have received strong experimental support in explaining initial
responses to other types of coordination games (see Crawford, 2007).
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common interest in understanding how cheap-talk determines economic
outcomes. In our model, we first allow players to tremble while choosing an
action that makes it sometimes an optimal decision for certain player types to
send her co-player an A message but play B, impairing the reassurance role of
communication and, more importantly, calling attention to the role of lying. Then
we assume that lying is costly for players and the magnitude of this cost decreases
in a player’s own monetary gain from lying and increases in the payoff loss that
lying imposes on the co-player.5 Within this context, we develop results that make
lying an optimal strategy in the game in which both the selection criteria take a
high value, but a sub-optimal plan in the other three games. Our work thus
accentuates the role of deception in affecting efficiency in coordination games.
Section II discusses the motivations behind our research question. Section III
highlights the contribution of our paper relative to the literature. Section IV
introduces the experiment. Section V reports the results. Section VI lays out our
model. Section VII presents econometric results that verify the superiority of our
model over the EÖ model. Section VIII shows the portability of our model and,
finally, Section IX concludes.

5

Our assumption about the lying costs is in line with recent experimental evidences which suggest
that people care about their own gain from lying and also are sensitive to the harm that lying may
cause the co-players, even though messages are prima facie cheap-talk (Gneezy, 2005; Hurkens
and Kartik, 2009; Sánchez-Pages et al., 2006). In our games, we hold constant the payoff loss that
lying imposes on the co-player.
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II. Motivation
This section has two objectives. First, it introduces the measures of payoffand risk-dominance criteria. Second, it explains why it is important to focus on
these two criteria while studying the efficacy of cheap-talk in Stag-Hunt games.
II. A. The Payoff- and Risk-Dominance Measures
The measure of the payoff-dominance (PD) is given by P =

a "b
, the value
a

of which lies between (0, 1]. It is easy to see that efficiency loss from playing the

!
(B, B) equilibrium increases as the value of a increases,
for a given value of b.
The risk-dominance (RD) criterion captures the strategic uncertainty about coplayer’s play by selecting a strategy that yields the highest expected payoff
against a uniformly randomizing co-player.6 According to the RD criterion, a
player may select strategy B (A) if a + d < (>) c + b. Selten (1995, p. 221)
introduced a closely related measure of RD of (B, B) over (A, A), which is given
#b " d&
by R = Log%
( . If R > 0, then (B, B) is the risk-dominant equilibrium, but
$a"c'

(A, A) becomes the risk-dominant equilibrium when
!

R < 0. Notice that by

changing the values of c and d, while keeping those of a and b unchanged, we
can change the value of the RD measure but can keep the value of the PD
measure constant. Achieving maximum efficiency in Stag-Hunt games may

6

Alternatively, a risk-dominant equilibrium has a greater Nash product of deviation losses relative
to the efficient equilibrium (Harsanyi and Selten, 1988).
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crucially depend upon the PD and RD measures. When both the criteria select
the (A, A) equilibrium, it might be easier to coordinate on that equilibrium as
both efficiency and security point to the same equilibrium. In contrast, when PD
and RD select different equilibria, players face a sharp tradeoff between
efficiency and greater payoff security.
The experimental literature on Stag-Hunt games provides important pointers
about the decisive role of PD and RD criteria. Specifically, when the two
selection criteria make conflicting predictions, the RD criterion mostly prevails
over the PD criterion and the (B, B) equilibrium emerges as the outcome of play.7
On the other hand, the PD criterion becomes a potent selection device when
players play a large number of repetitions of the stage game (75 rounds of play)
with a “sufficiently” payoff-attractive (A, A) equilibrium (P = 0.73), as in Battalio
et al. (2001).8 The literature thus suggests that there exist important tradeoffs
between the PD and RD features of Stag-Hunt games and that players’
willingness to play the (A, A) may be influenced by these tradeoffs. Against this
backdrop, it is problematic for laboratory studies to pin down the precise effect of
cheap-talk on the degree of efficient coordination unless systematic adjustments

7

The above result obtains when players typically play a game for 10 - 15 rounds with either a
random- or fixed-matching, or only once and the value of the PD measure is never higher than 0.5.
(Cooper et al., 1992; Charness, 2000; Clark et al., 2001; Schmidt et al., 2003; Duffy and
Feltovich, 2002, 2006; Goeree and Holt, 2005; Feltovich et al., 2012). Also, players’ propensity to
play the efficient strategy A diminishes as strategy B becomes increasingly risk-dominant.
8
There is no evidence in the literature on Stag-Hunt games in which both the criteria select the
payoff-dominant equilibrium.
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are made to the values of the two measures. Our paper achieves just that.
In a two-by-two design, we consider two different values for each of the two
measures, thereby generate four Stag-Hunt games, and study the effect of twoway cheap-talk on efficiency. We consider high and low values for the PD
measure, and positive (R > 0) and negative (R < 0) values for the RD measure.
II. B. Aumann’s Argument and Temptation to Lie
Robert Aumann (1990) has conjectured that cheap-talk may not lead to Nash
equilibrium, even if the underlying game has a unique strict and efficient
equilibrium. He illustrates his argument with two Stag-Hunt games (pp. 616 &
618) and argues that cheap-talk will be ineffective to foster the highest level of
efficiency. According to Aumann, cheap-talk will convey no information about
players’ actual plan of play in the ensuing game so long c > b in our generic game
in Figure 1. This is because regardless of what a player is about to actually play,
she always prefers that her co-player plays action A as she has strict preference
over her co-player’s actions (since a > d and c > b). Therefore each player would
prefer to send a message of A to the co-player even if she secretly plans to deviate
and choose action B.9
The important thing to note is that cheap-talk is always ineffective in
Aumann’s argument irrespective of the magnitude of the positive difference
9

Farrell (1988) argues that pre-play cheap-talk need not lead to a Nash equilibrium even in a game
with a unique Nash equilibrium. Farrell and Rabin (1996), on the other hand, insists that the “selfcommitting” property of the message “I will play A” is enough to ensure its effectiveness even in
Aumann’s example.
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between c and b. This might seem intuitively peculiar considering the fact that the
above difference represents a player’s own potential monetary gain from rather
sending an A message and playing B than sending a B message and playing B.10 It
is easy to see then that a player’s propensity to send an A message even when she
does not want to follow through can be possibly influenced by whether the
financial gain from lying is large or barely positive, which is not entertained by
Aumann.11 Notice that the level of this temptation to be untruthful is critically
linked to the values of the PD and RD measures’ values. In particular, when the
value of c is altered the value of the RD measure is affected and when b is
changed both the RD and PD measures’ values are affected.12 While Aumann’s
argument presented in the preceding paragraph is impervious to any change in the
values of the two selection measures and is operative as long as c > b, it is an
important hypothesis that deserves experimental scrutiny. Our paper affords an
investigation of this hypothesis, an offshoot of Aumann’s argument, by
systematically varying the magnitude of (c – b) across our games while providing

10

An announcement of B is unlikely be an untruthful message in all of our games. This is because
a player is least expected to send a B message and play action A later as this would reduce her
own payoff and increase that of the co-player, if her message is believed. Therefore, announcing B
and playing A would be tantamount to an indication of irrational behavior.
11
Aumann’s line of reasoning solely focuses on a player’s own gain from lying and abstracts away
from the possibility that players may dislike to impose financial cost on a co-player by sending an
untruthful message that might be believed or that players may incur psychological cost from lying.
In this abstraction, Aumann is not alone. Indeed, virtually all of economics relies on the
presumption that economic agents have no preference against deceiving or lying per se.
Demichelis and Weibull (2008) relaxes this assumption.
12
Blume (1998, p. 176) also argues that Aumann’s argument and the RD are monotonic.
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necessary controls on the values of the PD and RD.13

III. Related Literature
Our paper departs from the literature in several important directions. First,
except for Charness (2000) and Cleark et al. (2001), there is no study that has
investigated the effect of cheap-talk in coordination games that are amenable to
Aumann’s argument (Cooper et al., 1992; Blume and Ortmann, 2007).
Second, while analyzing cheap-talk in coordination games none of the above
studies controlled the roles of the PD and RD, as we do. Third, our paper retains
the one-shot character of the theory by letting subjects play a game only once. In
previous cheap-talk experiments, subjects typically played the same game for
several rounds and, therefore, these papers did not really test one-shot games.14
Fourth, all of the previous studies dealt with games in which the PD and RD
selection criteria made conflicting predictions. In contrast, we investigate games
in which the two criteria make conflicting as well as identical predictions. Fifth,
existing studies on Stag-Hunt games with cheap-talk never used a value of the PD
measure higher than 0.3 and thus did not really explore the effect of a high value
of the PD measure value on efficiency. In contrast, the PD value (P = 0.8) used in

13

Aumann (1990) argues, by constructing Games 1 and 3 in his study, that cheap-talk would be
ineffective to raise efficiency regardless of the value of the PD measure and whether or not the RD
criterion selects the (A, A) equilibrium.
14
Repetitions may cause players to gain experience of the game and the populations of players,
which might create unintended strategic links across rounds of play. We avoid such links.
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our study is the highest used in this literature.15
Sixth, Duffy and Feltovich (2006) investigated the effect on efficiency of
revealing a player’s previous round’s message-action combination and her
current-round message to her co-player in a 2!2 Stag-Hunt game. They found that
allowing two signals leads to better outcomes when signals are aligned, and worse
when signals are crossed. Also, senders’ messages tended to be truthful when both
the signals were provided. But their paper did not probe what characteristics of
their game caused players to lie.
Seventh, Aumann (1990) relies on the presumption that economic agents have
no preference against deceiving or lying. So, players do not hesitate to lie and
their tendency to lie is not contingent on the financial gain from lying, so long the
gain is positive. Moreover, any mismatch between message and action choice
does not cause players in Aumann’s world to incur any costs even when an
untruthful message may impose financial cost on the co-player. We break away
from Aumann (1990) by assuming in our theoretical model (Section VI) that a
player incurs lying cost and this cost decreases in own benefit from the lie and
increases in the loss the lie imposes on the co-player. Although, we are not the
first to incorporate lying cost in a 2!2 Stag-Hunt game. Demichelis and Weibull

15

A close scrutiny reveals that the literature is either dismissive or uncertain of the role of PD in
Stag-Hunt games. Harsanyi (1995, p. 94) states, “further reflection …on Aumann’s argument…
has convinced me . . . [to] use only risk dominance as choice criterion among different equilibria
without any use of payoff-dominance.” Charness (2000, p. 180) notes, “So the issue of whether
payoff-dominance is relevant still seems to be unsettled.”
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(2008) shows that “small lying costs,” in the sense of a lexicographic preference
for honesty — when it doesn’t reduce material payoffs—render the “bad”
equilibrium (B, B) in the generic game evolutionarily unstable under two-sided
pre-play communication. However, in Demichelis and Weibull (2008), lying cost
takes the form of moral cost while our specification of the lying cost function
disregards any moral cost and solely depends on the payoff parameters of a game.
None of the studies mentioned earlier explores the angle of lying cost.
Clark et al. (2001) and Charness (2000) are the most closely related papers to
ours as they investigate games in which (c – b) is positive. Clark et al. studied the
role of two-way cheap-talk in two 2!2 Stag-Hunt games and found that two-way
cheap-talk fails to increase efficiency. They attribute the failure of two-way
cheap-talk to promote efficiency to their lack of systematic control over the PD
and RD values (p. 506). Our experimental design attempts to build upon Clark et
al. by controlling for the PD and RD values. Charness (2000) investigated oneway cheap-talk in a set of three 2!2 Stag-Hunt games in which only the RD
feature varied but the PD feature was fixed. Charness found that one-way cheaptalk improves efficiency. While Clark et al. (2001) and Charness (2000) provided
much needed evidence on the effectiveness of one- or two-way cheap-talk, they
did not address the points (2 – 6) made earlier.
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IV. The Experiment
IV. A. The Games
Let us consider again the generic 2!2 symmetric Stag-Hunt game shown in
Figure 1. Each player chooses from a set of two pure strategies {A, B} and the
game has two strict Nash equilibria at (A, A) and (B, B) . In the next step we
assign four sets of values to the generic game’s parameters, which give rise to
! in our experiment.
!
the four Stag-Hunt games tested
Figure 2 shows these four

games. Notice that we keep the values of b and d fixed across these games while
we adjust the values of a and c. In all four games, the value of c exceeds that of
b, which makes our games receptive to Aumann (1990). Also note that, we vary
the value of c and keep the value of b constant across our games, and thus are
able to test whether Aumann’s argument is affected by the magnitude of (c " b) .
Figure 2 also shows the values of the PD and RD measures for each game. We
can see that (A, A) is always the payoff-dominant equilibrium!in all four games.
In Game 1, the level of PD is 0.5, and the measure of RD is Log(0.75), which
makes (A, A) also the risk-dominant equilibrium.16 Relative to Game 1, in Game
2 the value of the PD measure increases to 0.8. Relative to Game 1, in Game 3 the
! level of RD increases to Log(3).17 To complete our design, Game 4 shares the risk

characteristics of Game 3 and the payoff characteristics of Game 2. Note that the
16

The average value of the PD measure in Charness (2000) and Clark et al. (2001) is 0.26.
The highest and the lowest values of the RD measure in Charness (2000) are Log(2) and Log(7).
The values of the RD measure used in Clark et al. (2001) are Log(3) and Log(7).
17
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magnitude of (c " b) is 1, 16, 4, and 19 in Games 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
IV. B. The Experimental Procedures
! each of our four games, we have two treatments: without cheap-talk (NC)
For

and with two-way cheap talk (C). Thus we have a total of eight treatments. We
will denote a treatment by XY, where X denotes the game number (1, 2, 3, or 4)
and Y denotes either the absence or the presence of the cheap-talk (NC or C).
Each of the eight treatments was played by a separate group of 60 subjects. The
values reported in Figure 2 were used in all the treatments as equivalent dollar
amounts. During a session, upon arrival at the lab, each subject was randomly
given a copy of the instructions and the instructions were read aloud. Next, we
randomly paired subjects. Other than the cheap-talk, whenever applicable, no
other form of communication was allowed among subjects.
In the NC treatments, each subject was then given a “Decision” sheet, which
had her identification number and was asked to make his/her decision on this
paper. A Decision sheet read the following: “MY CHOICE IS: OPTION 1 /
OPTION 2.” A subject had to simply circle one of the two options. Option 1
corresponded to the payoff-dominant action ‘A’. After subjects made their
decisions, the Decision sheets were collected, the game outcome for a pair
determined and the subjects were then paid privately in cash.
In the C treatments, we allowed for a single round of two-way simultaneous
exchange of messages between players before the choice of actions. To
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accomplish this, after the subjects were paired, each subject was given an
“Announcement” sheet along with the Decision sheet. An Announcement sheet
read the following: “I INTEND TO CHOOSE: OPTION 1 / OPTION 2.”18 A
subject had to simply circle the option she wanted to announce to the co-player.
The messages were only intended to express a player’s intention and thus were
not binding in nature and the subjects were made aware of this.
Then we informed each subject privately of the announcement of her partner
by passing on the Announcement sheet of her partner. After subjects had observed
the announcements from their partner, they were asked to make their decision on
the Decision sheets. The rest of the experiment in a C treatment was then carried
out in exactly the same fashion as in an NC treatment discussed above. Each of
our sessions (NC or C) lasted for about 30 minutes.
IV. C. Expected Experimental Outcomes
To provide insights into our expectations about the coordination outcome in
our four games, first we consider the Games 1 and 2 in both of which the (A, A)
equilibrium is selected by both the selection criteria, rendering (A, A) to be very
attractive. These two games differ in the PD measure’s value. Now given that (A,
A) is very attractive, it might be the case that most players would choose A in

18

The above type of message is routinely used in this literature (Cooper et al., 1992; Charness,
2000).
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these games even in the absence of cheap-talk.19 As a result, an agreement to play
(A, A) via cheap-talk in these situations would not improve the chances of (A, A)
being played further.20 However, Game 2 may show more untruthful behavior
than Game 1 because of the higher magnitude of (c " b) , the temptation to lie, in
Game 2. To sum it up, the effect of cheap-talk in these two games is far from
!
unambiguous and needs to be tested empirically.

Now, consider Games 3 and 4 in which the benefit from engaging in cheaptalk might be entirely different because the two selection criteria choose different
equilibria in these games. These two games differ from each other only in the
strength of the PD criterion, as before. Existing evidence indicates that in such a
situation, absent communication, players mostly converge to the (B, B) outcome
due to RD. Given this, players may intend to benefit from the use of cheap-talk
when it is permitted. They may truthfully reveal intentions of their future choice
in the ensuing game and achieve the (A, A) outcome. Thus cheap-talk may turn
out to be an effective external device to foster efficient coordination. Moreover,
players might feel determined to utilize cheap-talk to achieve the (A, A) outcome
more in Game 4 than in Game 3 simply because the PD measure’s value is higher
in the former. On the other hand, notice that the magnitude of (c " b) is higher in

!

19

As we mentioned earlier, there is no study in the literature that investigates the rate of efficient
coordination that may result in Stag-Hunt games in the absence of cheap-talk in which both the
selection criteria choose the (A, A).
20
Aumann (1990, p. 618) also holds a view similar to that of ours for similar games.
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Game 4 than in Game 3 which may render cheap-talk relatively ineffective in
Game 4. Again, there is no study that supplies laboratory data on this issue.

V. The Results
Table 1 reports the data on action choices in the NC treatments and on both
message and action choices in the C treatments. Based on findings in the literature
(Schmidt et al., 2003), we expect the play of action A to decrease in 3NC and
4NC compared to 1NC and 2NC, respectively, due to a higher value of the RD
measure in Games 3 and 4 compared to Games 1 and 2, respectively. We find that
the frequency of A choices decreases from 70% (42/60) to 40% (24/60) in 3NC
compared to 1NC and from 90% (54/60) to 60% (36/60) in 4NC compared to
2NC. Even though the value of the PD measure is higher in the second pair (4NC,
2NC) than in the first pair (3NC, 1NC), in both the pairs the percentage decrease
in the frequency of action A is identical and statistically significant.21 Overall,
these results are consistent with the findings in the literature.
To observe the effect of an increase in the value of the PD measure in our NC
treatments, we focus on the treatment pairs (1NC, 2NC) and (3NC, 4NC); the
latter treatment within each pair represents a higher value of the PD measure. We
find that the frequency of A choices increases from 70% (42/60) to 90% (54/60)

21

For each pair, we performed a one-tailed Z-test using the choice frequencies. For the (1NC,
3NC) treatment pair, the Z-test statistic is 3.30 and the p-value is 0.0005. For the (2NC, 4NC)
treatment pair, the Z-test statistic is 3.75 and the p-value is < 0.0001.
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in the first pair and from 40% (24/60) to 60% (36/60) in the second pair. The
difference is statistically significant in each pair.22 The levels of A choices are
noticeably higher in the former pair most possibly due to the fact the both the
selection criteria favor the (A, A) equilibrium in this pair. Overall, this specific
result provides the first piece of evidence in the literature that whether or not the
two selection criteria choose the same or different equilibria in one-shot StagHunt games, a substantial increase in the value of the PD measure can cause the
play of the efficient strategy to increase and such an increase cannot be stalled
even by a high value of the RD measure.
The NC results show that there are scopes for two-way cheap-talk to play a
role in 3NC and 4NC. The result from 4C, however, is the most surprising (see
Table 1). In particular, the frequency of A choices is notably lower in 4C than in
4NC! In 1C and 2C, two-way cheap-talk has barely any additional effect on
efficiency. Specifically, the frequency of the A choices in 1NC and 2NC are
almost as high as in 1C and 2C, respectively. Cheap-talk is most effective in
Game 3. As a whole, cheap-talk registers the highest scale of success when RD
measure takes its highest value and the PD measure assumes its lowest value,
whereas cheap-talk impairs efficiency when both the measures take their highest
value, and is mostly purposeless when the two selection criteria select the same

For the (1NC, 2NC) treatment pair, the Z-test statistic is 1.83 and the one-tailed p-value is 0.033.
For the (3NC, 4NC) treatment pair, the Z-test statistic is 1.84 and the one-tailed p-value is 0.032.
22
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equilibrium. To provide statistical support to the above observations, we now
formally compare the data from NC and C treatments. The frequency of A choices
increases insignificantly from 70% (42/60) in 1NC to 80% (48/60) in 1C and from
90% (54/60) in 2NC to 95% (57/60) in 2C.

23,24

The frequency of A choices

increases significantly from 40% (24/60) in 3NC to 60% (36/60) in 3C while it
decreases significantly from 60% (36/60) in 4NC to 35% (21/60) in 4C. 25,26
Taking the above findings together, we see that our results provide partial
support to Aumann (1990)’s argument. First, the argument that cheap-talk will
always be ineffective is clearly refuted by the Game 3 data. The Game 3 data
match well with the data from Charness (2000)’s treatments in which one-sided
messages preceded actions. Second, the Game 4 data that cheap-talk performs
worse than no cheap-talk has no counterpart in the literature and does not
complement Aumann’s argument in the sense that Aumann does not predict
cheap-talk to decrease efficiency.27 Even though Clark et al. (2001) found that
two-way cheap-talk fails to increase efficiency, in all of their games, cheap-talk
treatments always produced a higher level of efficiency, though statistically
insignificant, than the corresponding no cheap-talk treatments. Third, Games 1
23

The Z-test statistic is 1.26 with the one-tailed p-value 0.103.
The Z-test statistic is 1.04 with the one-tailed p-value 0.149.
25
The Z-test statistic is 2.19 with the one-tailed p-value 0.014.
26
The Z-test statistic is 2.74 with the one-tailed p-value 0.003.
27
Shimon et al. (2011) explores, experimentally, the relationship between outcomes in a
generalized Stag-Hunt coordination game and a pre-play asset market where asset values are
determined by outcomes in the subsequent coordination game and finds that tacit communication
via asset market interactions among players lead to significantly lower efficiency.
24
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and 2 data that cheap-talk is as effective as no cheap-talk extend support to
Aumann’s argument that cheap-talk may not carry any extra information in such
games. Fourth, Aumann’s argument that the effectiveness of cheap-talk is not
contingent on whether or not the RD criterion picks the (A, A) equilibrium is at
odds with our data from the treatment pairs (1C, 3C) and (2C, 4C) (cf. footnote
12).28
One way to understand the differential effects of cheap-talk in different
treatments is to attribute the observed outcomes to differences in messages sent in
different cheap-talk treatments. Table 1 shows that the frequency of A messages
is the highest (57/60) in 2C treatment, followed by 1C (51/60), 4C (48/60), and
3C (39/60). The frequency of A messages in 1C is significantly higher than in 3C;
the frequency of A messages in 2C is significantly higher than in 3C and 4C; the
frequency of A messages in 1C is statistically identical to that of in 4C.29 The
most important thing to note here is that since 1C and 4C treatments record nearly
equal proportion of A messages but very different proportion of A choices, this
would reject a presumption that the failure of the two-way cheap-talk to increase
A choices in the 4C treatment (relative to 4NC) is due to a lower frequency of A

28

For the (1C, 3C) treatment pair, the Z-test statistic is 2.45 and the one-tailed p-value is 0.007.
For the (2C, 4C) treatment pair, the Z-test statistic is 8.86 and the one-tailed p-value is < 0.0001.
29
To check if the proportion of A messages significantly differed between any two cheap-talk
treatments, we performed a one-tailed Z-test using the message frequencies. For the (1C, 3C) pair,
the Z-test statistic is 2.60 and the p-value is 0.0047. For the (1C, 4C) pair, the Z-test statistic is
0.72 and the p-value is 0.2358. For the (2C, 3C) pair, the Z-test statistic is 4.43 and the p-value is
< 0.0002. For the (2C, 4C) pair, the Z-test statistic is 2.55 and the p-value is 0.0054.
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messages in that treatment. In fact, 4C treatment records a significantly higher
frequency of A messages than 3C treatment and yet registers a lower proportion
of A choices than 3C treatment.30 This also shows that cheap-talk was largely
untruthful in 4C.
It is possible that many of the subjects in our experiment chose their actions
by matching their action to the message they received, causing them to deviate
from their own message which led to the untruthful behavior observed in 4C. To
investigate this possibility and to obtain an overall understanding of the
correspondence between message and action choices at the individual level, we
turn to Table 2. This table presents the data in the following format: the message
sent by a player and the action choice of that player given the message she
received. Notice that (A, A|A), (A, A|B), (B, B|B), and (B, B|A) imply truthful
behavior by a player while (A, B|A), (A, B|B), (B, A|A), and (B, A|B) indicate
untruthful behavior by a player.
A number of observations are warranted. First, in each treatment more than
50% of the subjects sent truthful messages. The frequencies of truthful messages
are nearly identical in 1C, 2C and 3C (57/60, 60/60 and 57/60, respectively),
while the frequency of truthful messages is substantially lower in 4C (33/60).
Second, untruthful behavior transpired only when an A message was sent. Third,
of all the A messages sent, the percentages of truthful A messages ((A, A|A) or
30

For the (4C, 3C) pair, the Z-test statistic is 1.86 and the p-value is 0.0314.
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(A, A|B)) in 4C is 44% (21/48) which is substantially lower than those in 1C, 2C,
3C and 4C treatments which are 94% (48/51), 100% (57/57), 92% (36/39) and
respectively. Fourth, the untruthful behavior in 4C appears to be mostly
premeditated in the sense that the message received does not explain the deviation
from one’s own message. To see this, notice that (A, B|A) accounts for the
majority (18/27, 66.7%) of all the untruthful messages sent in 4C. So, receiving a
B message and matching own action with the received message is not the main
explanation behind the untruthful behavior observed in 4C.31
Explaining the prevalence of untruthfulness in 4C is a challenge. To discern
the challenge, consider a player who disregards the message she receives and
decides whether or not to be deceitful to maximize her own payoff. After sending
an A message to the co-player if she believes that the co-player is going to listen
for sure, then choosing to play B is suboptimal. So, for the player to send an A
message but choose action B to be rational, it must be the case that she suffers
from uncertainty regarding the co-player’s action choice. This uncertainty alone,
however, is insufficient to explain our data. Notice that, given this uncertainty is

31

In Clark et al. (2001), in the first round of their experiment, the proportions of untruthful
messages in Game 1 (P = 0.2, R = Log(4)), Game 2 (P = 0.3, R = Log(7)) and Game 3 (P = 0.1, R
= Log(3)) were 26%, 45% and 13%, respectively. In these three games, among these untruthful
messages the proportions of cases in which the action chosen by a player matched with the
message she received were 90%, 72% and 60%, respectively. Notice that the nature of the
untruthfulness observed in their study is quite different from that of ours. Specifically, only 33.3%
of all the untruthful A messages in 4C can be explained by the correspondence between the action
choice and the message received by players, whereas in their equivalent game (Game 2, which is
closest to our Game 4) the corresponding number is 72%! We are thankful to the authors for
sharing their data set with us.
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the same across games, her payoff maximization (based only on her own payoffs)
leads to the same action choice in both Games 3 and 4. But, as we found, the level
of untruthfulness is not the same in 3C and 4C. We explain this discrepancy by
arguing that a player incurs lying cost when she chooses action B but has sent an
A message. The lying cost decreases in her own payoff gain from lying which is
given by (c " b) (the temptation to lie) and increases in the payoff loss the lying
imposes on the co-player which is given by (b " d) . So, since (c " b) is the largest
!
in Game 4 while (b " d) is constant across our games, the lying cost in this game

is the lowest. We contend that !
it is this lowest !lying cost that leads to the
!
untruthfulness
we observe in 4C. In the next section we develop a level-k model

of thinking that incorporates the lying cost.

VI. Models
The level-k model of cheap-talk is primarily a model to explain initial
responses, i.e., the behavior of players playing a game for the first time. Since
subjects in our experiment play a game only once, a level-k model is well suited
for our purpose. We first describe the EÖ level-k model and then we discuss our
model.
VI.A. The EÖ Level-k Model
EÖ is the first paper to use a level-k model to study the effect of cheap-talk in
Stag-Hunt games. It shows how communication can play the role of reassurance
to help players attain the payoff-dominant equilibrium. Like existing level-k
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models in the literature, the EÖ model allows behavior to be heterogeneous, with
players differing in the number of thinking steps or levels they apply when
making a decision. The players at the lowest level of thinking are called level-0
(L0 hereafter) who are nonstrategic and whose reasoning ability is most limited
among all the types. An L1 type anchors its belief in an L0 type and best responds
to her belief. Similarly, an L2 type best responds to L1, L3 best responds to L2,
and so on. L1 and higher types are rational in the sense that they all best respond
to their beliefs.
The EÖ model assumes that an L0 player uniformly randomizes between the
two actions A and B (Figure 1). In the absence of cheap-talk, an L1 player in a
Stag-Hunt game then best responds by choosing action A in Games 1 and 2, and
B in Games 3 and 4. The higher type players best respond by choosing exactly the
same as L1. When cheap-talk is allowed, L0 players uniformly randomize
between the two actions, send the corresponding truthful message and ignore any
message received. An L1 player, who thinks her co-player to be an L0 and that the
message is truthful, and best responds by playing A (B) if she received an A (B)
message from the co-player. Since an L0 player ignores any message received, an
L1 player is indifferent between sending either of the two messages; the EÖ
model assumes that L1 players send the two messages with equal probability.
Since an L2 player thinks her co-player to be L1, she supposes that the co-player
“listens” to the message and therefore sends an A message and plays A. L3 or
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higher-type players (L3+ hereafter) think that the co-player will play A and
therefore play A and send an A message.
Even though the EÖ model explains the effect of communication in Stag-Hunt
games, it does not explain our data well. According to this model, player choices
in our data are predicted to be identical between treatment pair 1NC and 2NC and
also between 3NC and 4NC. It also predicts identical outcomes across all the C
treatments. The data in Table 1 do not match these predictions. The EÖ model
also predicts that cheap-talk enhances efficient coordination. Our experimental
results, however, suggest that the effect of cheap-talk may or may not boost
efficiency. The EÖ model also fails to explain the prevalence of a specific type of
untruthful messages observed in the 4C treatment.32 We now propose a new
model with a better explanatory power.
VI.B. A New Level-k Model
In our proposed model, as in the EÖ model, for any integer k " 1, an Lk type
player thinks that her co-player is an L(k – 1) type player and best responds to her

!
thinking. We also assume that all player types “tremble” – with probability "k a
level-k player makes a mistake and with the remaining 1" #k probability she
performs her actual intended choice. In the event she makes a!mistake, she
!
32

In the EÖ model, L1 players can be untruthful in the following sense. L1 sends either message
but matches her action with the message received. This, however, is not the specific type of
untruthful behavior we observe in 4C. We find that majority of the untruthful behavior consists of
the cases in which subjects send an A message but choose to play B even when they received an A
message from the co-player.
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chooses among the available choices uniformly randomly. An Lk player takes his
co-player’s chance of trembling into account when best responding.33 Let µkga˜
denote the probability that a level-k player in game g of a NC treatment chooses

! chooses a
an action a˜ = A,B and µkgaˆm denote the probability that the player
message-action combination

)
a = AA,AB,BA,BB and receives a message

!
the co-player.
m = A,B from !
! the model in detail first in the absence of cheap-talk. In
Now we characterize

!

our model, an L0 player does not take into account of how her co-player might
play. She only understands how the two choices (A and B) in a Stag-Hunt game
rank in terms of their RD and PD measures: R and P as defined in Section II, and
makes her choice based only on these two measures.34 Specifically, an L0 player
intends to play A with probability pg (R,P) in a Stag-Hunt game g ; pg decreases
in R and increases in P. So, given the probability of tremble "0 , L0 plays A with

! !
probability pg when she !does not make a mistake (1" #0 proportion
of the time)
and with probability

1
2

!
when she makes a mistake ( "0 proportion of the time).

!
!
Taking together, the probability that an L0 player plays A is pg (1" #0 ) + #20 ; with
!

!
33

Trembles or errors in implementing intended actions are usually assumed in level-k literature for
econometric purposes, but these models do not allow players to realize co-player’s chance of error
!
and respond accordingly (Stahl and Wilson 1994, 1995; Costa-Gomes et at., 2001; Costa-Gomes
and Crawford, 2006, Crawford and Iriberri, 2007a).
34
Notice that L0 players are still non-strategic as they are responsive only to some game
characteristics. Although this is not a usual assumption in a level-k model, we are not the first ones
to make such an assumption. For example, Crawford and Iriberri (2007a) assume that L0 responds
to label salience while Crawford et al. (2008) assume that L0 is responsive not only to label
salience but also to payoff salience.
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the remaining probability she plays B. An L1 player correctly forms beliefs about
L0’s choice probabilities and best responds. Similarly, L2 correctly calculates
L1’s choice probabilities and best responds accordingly. L3+ players also best
respond in a similar manner. Table 3 shows these choice probabilities ( µkgA and

µkgB ) for up to k = 2 for the generic Stag-Hunt game shown in Figure 1.
!
Our model predicts that in a Stag-Hunt game with no cheap-talk, an increase
!

in R (P) makes L0 players and thereby higher-type players less (more) likely to
chose A. So, the expected frequency of A choices will be lower (higher) the
higher is R (P). Our data from the no-cheap-talk treatments, as described in the
previous section, match with these predictions.
Next, we characterize player behavior when two-way cheap-talk is allowed. In
addition to the assumptions made earlier, we assume that (1) unlike in the EÖ
model, whenever a player is indifferent between the two messages, she sends an
A message, (2) whenever a player receives a counterfactual message (i.e. a
message she is not expecting) she assumes that the co-player is L0, (3) an L0
player always sends a truthful message, and (4) a player incurs a lying cost
whenever her message differs from her action choice and she thinks that her
message reduces the co-player’s payoff by changing the co-player’s action choice.
The lying cost depends on how much the co-player loses due to the lie in
comparison to how much the player himself benefits from the lie. Specifically, we
assume that a player’s lying cost associated with an action choice is given by:
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$ y # yL '
C = "& T
) , where " is a positive constant, x L and y L respectively denote
% x L # xT (

the player’s assessment of her own and the co-player’s expected payoffs, and xT
!
!

and yT respectively denote her assessment of own and the co-player’s expected
payoff in a hypothetical state in which she has truthfully told her intended action
choice in her message. We assume that C = 0 when y L > yT .
As before, an L0 plays A with probability pg (1" #0 ) + #20 in game g, regardless
!
of the message received and sends a truthful message. L1 believes in the message

! tremble into consideration when she best
received but takes the chance of L0’s

responds. Since L1 thinks that the L0 co-player disregards any message received,
she is indifferent between sending either message and therefore always sends an
A message.35 Table 3 shows L1’s choice probabilities.
Now consider an L2 who thinks that the L1 co-player sends an A message and
listens to the received message. L2 then best responds by choosing a message and
an action that maximize her expected payoff. An L2 player can be untruthful and
incurs a lying cost when she believes that her untruthful message reduces the coplayer’s payoff. L2 takes this lying cost into account in her payoff maximization.
To see how the lying cost is calculated, consider an L2 who intends to choose

35

An L1 player does not incur any lying cost when her action choice eventually deviates from her
message. This is because she does not have an intended action choice at the time she sends her
message and she thinks that her message has no influence over her co-player’s choice and thus
does not inflict any loss on the co-player.
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action B but she sends an A message. Then she calculates that her co-player plays
A with probability 1" #1 + #21 = 1" #21 and as a result she expects a payoff of
x L = (1" #21 )c + #21 b for herself and y L = (1" #21 )d + #21 b for the co-player. But had
!
!
she told the truth by sending a B message, she would have expected the co-player
!

!
to play B with probability 1" #21 and therefore a payoff of xT = (1" #21 )b + #21 c for

herself and yT = (1" #21 )b + #21 d for the co-player. Then L2’s lying cost is C and her
!
!
net payoff from playing B given she sent an A message is given by
!
$ y # yL '
$b # d'
(1" #21 )c + #21 b " C where C = "& T
) . Notice that the lying cost
) = "&
%c #b(
% x L # xT (

decreases in the temptation to lie (c " b) . That is, the higher is the temptation to
!

! L2 is to engage in untruthful behavior.36 When L2 receives a
lie the more likely
! she thinks her co-player to be L0 who sends a truthful
(counterfactual) B message

message. L2 then best responds by choosing an action.37 Table 3 shows L2’s
choice probabilities. We can proceed in this manner to discuss the thinking and
choice probabilities of each successive player type.
Clearly, the actual choices in our model depend on pg , ! and " . Depending
on these parameters, in contrast to the EÖ model, the players’ intended choices
!
can differ across games. To see this, assume !that " = 0.50 and "1 = 0.60 and
36

Also, the lying cost increases in the payoff loss the lying imposes on the co-player, which is
given by (b " d) . This loss is held constant across our four games in Figure 2.
!
37
! choice deviates from her
Similar to L1, L2 does not incur any lying cost if her intended action
message in this situation. This is because she thinks that her message has no influence over her coplayer’s choice and therefore does not impose any loss on the co-player.

!
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consider an L2 player’s choice in Games 3 and 4.38 Given the value of "1, when
L2 sends an A (B) message she thinks that her L1 co-player will play A (B) with
! expected payoff
probability 0.70. Faced with this uncertainty, L2 maximizes her

by choosing her message-action combination. She takes into account of lying
cost, if any, in her choice. If she sends an A message but actually intends to
choose action B, then her lying cost is

3
4

and

3
19

in Games 3 and 4, respectively.

As a result of this lower lying cost in Game 4, the expected payoff from the

! is higher
! than from any other combination in this
message-action combination AB
game. In Game 3, however, the combination AA is the payoff maximizing
choice.39 The lower lying cost in Game 4 thus leads to the untruthful behavior
only in this game.
This provides us with an explanation of the specific type of untruthful
behavior we observe in our experiment. This result also shows why cheap-talk
may enhance efficiency in Games 1, 2 and 3 but not so in Game 4. Notice that our
model captures the role of the RD and PD measures via L0 players’ behavior and
higher types’ lying cost and points out the importance of paying attention to these
measures when studying the effect of cheap-talk in a Stag-hunt game. In the next
section we estimate our proposed model under two different restrictions on ! and

38

Recall that a value of !1 = 0.60 implies that an L1 player chooses her unintended action with
probability "21 = 0.30 and intended one with probability 1" #21 = 0.70 .
39
AA is also the payoff maximization choice in Games 1 and 2. In fact, AA is the payoff
maximizing choice even when "1 = 1 and " = 0 .

!

!

!

!
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compare our estimates to those obtained from estimating the EÖ model.

VII. Econometric Analysis
This section provides a description of our econometric specification and then
reports estimates for our model as well as for the EÖ model under different
restrictions on the tremble probability. These estimates utilize the data from both
the NC and C treatments of each of the four Stag-hunt games in our experiment.
Our main goal in this section is not to obtain estimates of the behavioral
parameters but to explore the strength of the models in explaining the data and
show whether or not our model has a better explanatory power. The estimations,
as discussed below, provide us with likelihoods which give us an objective
comparison of the models. We also report mean squared prediction errors
(MSPE), which equip us with additional comparison of the models.
We use a mixture model (as in Stahl and Wilson, 1994, 1995; Costa-Gomes et
al., 2001; and Crawford and Iriberri, 2007a). For the NC treatments, let X ga˜ be
the total number of subjects in game g = 1,2,3,4 who choose an action a˜ = A,B .

! for the NC
Let " k denote the proportion of level-k players. The likelihood
treatments is then given by

!

!

!

X ga˜

LNC "

+ +

g=1,2,3,4 a˜ = A,B

!
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%
(
#
µ
'$ k kga˜ *
&k
)

.

Now consider the C treatments. Let X gaˆm be the total number of subjects in
game

g = 1,2,3,4 who choose one of the message-action combinations

)
! a message m = A,B from the co-player. The
a = AA,AB,BA,BB and receive
! likelihood for the C treatments is given by
!

!

LC "

+ +
g=1,2,3,4 m= A,B

X gaˆm

%
(
+ '$ # kµkgaˆm *
)
aˆ = AA,AB,BA,BB & k

.

The likelihood for the whole sample is then given by L = LNC LC . We assume
the subject types to be L0, L1 or L2. Table 3 shows the choice probabilities µkga˜

!

!
and µkgaˆm as functions of the behavioral parameters pg , " and "k for thsee three

!

player types.40

!
! !the values
The estimation of the models entails, given
of X ga and X gaˆm from

!

our data (Table 2), choosing values for " k and "k (also pg and " in our model)

!
!
that imply choice probabilities, which maximize the likelihood L.41 Assuming that
!
!
!
!
in C treatments is 0.51, we
" # (0.027,0.127) and that L1’s tremble probability
40

!

For estimation purpose, as in our model, we assume that in the EÖ model players make mistakes
while choosing from alternative options –with probability "k a subject mistakenly chooses
uniformly randomly and with the remaining (1" #k ) probability she performs her intended choice.
However, unlike in our model, the players remain unaware of each other’s chances of mistakes.
41
We assume that an L2 player chooses the message-action combination AB in Game 4 but
! a higher expected payoff from AB than
chooses AA in the other three games. For L2 to receive
38
!
from AA in Game 4, it must be the case that " < 3 (#1 $ 12 ) . So, for " > 0 , it must be that "1 > 12 .
(We assume that "1 = 0.51.) Similarly, to have L2 to receive a higher expected payoff from AA
than from AB in Game 3, it must be the case that " > 83 (#1 $ 12 ) . Notice that, given "1, " is not
identified; we obtain a range of !
values for " . Given!"1 = 0.51, we find !
from the above
requirements
that " # (0.027,0.127) . (Games 1 and 2 do not provide any information for the
!
!
identification of " .)
!
!
!
!
!
!
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obtain estimates under two different restrictions on the tremble probability. The
more-restricted one assumes that the tremble probability is the same across
treatments but it varies across player types, while the less-restricted one lets it to
be different across both player types and treatments.
Table 4 reports the estimates and Table 5 calculates choice probabilities using
these estimates. Table 5 also shows the MSPE’s. We find that, under each of the
two restrictions, our proposed model fits the data better than the EÖ model by
achieving higher likelihoods and lower MSPE’s. Between the two estimations, the
one with the less restrictions on the tremble probability performs better.
To understand the implication of the estimates, we first focus on the NC
treatments. We find that the estimated values of pg (Table 4) respond to the PD
and RD measures’ values in exactly the same manner as the relative frequency of

! the games’ payoff parameters) also
A choices in the data. pg (together with
affects higher types’ choice in the NC treatments. The estimates imply that

"1g = " 2g = 1 in !
1NC and 2NC, and "1g = " 2g = 0 in 3NC and 4NC. That is, L1 and
L2 intend to choose A in 1NC and 2NC and B in 3NC and 4NC. Overall, as Table

!

! estimated choice probabilities for A and B in the NC
5 shows, our model’s total
treatments are much closer to the observed relative frequencies than those in the
EÖ model.
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Variations in the estimated pg across games also partly explain choices in the
C treatments. Recall that the observed relative frequency of A choices in 1C, 2C

! payoff-dominance and decreases in risk-dominance.
and 3C increases in
According to our estimates, this happens mainly due to L0’s response to changes
in theses two selection measures as shown by the estimated pg values. L1’s
behavior also plays a similar role. Based on the estimates we find that in all the C
treatments L1 intends to choose A when she receives an!A message ( "1gA = 1) and
choose B when she receives a B message ( "1gB = 0 ). L2 always sends an A

!
message and given she receives an A message, she intends to choose A ( "2gAAA =
!
1) in C1, C2 and C3, but B ( "2gABA = 1) in C4. When L2 receives a B message, she
intends to play B in all the C treatments ( "2gABB = 1).

!

!
So, the more likely L0 is to send an A (B) message due to higher (lower)
payoff- (risk-) dominance, the !
more likely L1+ players are to decide to choose A
(B). L1+’s behavior also explains the efficiency-enhancing effect of cheap-talk in
3C (compared to 3NC). Since L0 players send A messages most of the time and
L1+ (L1 and L2) players always send A messages according to our estimates, most
of the time players receive A messages. As a result, L1+ players choose A most of
the time in 3C. In contrast, as discussed above, L1+ intend to play B in 3NC.
Cheap-talk thus enhances efficient coordination in Game 3 by changing L1+’s
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behavior in our model.42 The EÖ model, in contrast, explains this only as an
outcome of subjects’ decision errors.
In 4C, when compared to 3C, the proportion of A choices is supposed to be
higher due to the higher pg value estimated in 4C. This, however, is not the case
in the data. Moreover, we find that cheap-talk is ineffective and some subjects

! messages. L2’s behavior gives the explanation to these
send untruthful
observations. In 4C an L2 player, who sends an A message, decides to choose B
even when she receives an A. So, although L0 plays A with higher probability in
4C than in 3C, L2’s choice dampens this effect. Notice that the behavior of L2
players also explains both the untruthful messages and ineffectiveness of cheaptalk in 4C (compared to 4NC). In the EÖ estimates these observations are
explained solely by errors subjects make in their decisions.
The estimated proportions of L0 in both the models are higher than those
found in the previous studies in the literature, which generally assumed that L0
players exist only in the minds of higher-type players. Both our model and the EÖ
model, however, require L0 players to exist actually in the population. In our
model, only L0 players’ behavior fully explains the responsiveness of choices to R
and P across games. In both the models L0 players are essential to explain the
observation that subjects sometimes choose to play the same action as in their

42

Since L1+ chooses A in both 1C and 1NC, and 3C and 3NC, L1+’s behavior also explains why
communication is ineffective in Games 1 and 3.
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messages, regardless of the messages they received. L1+ players do not behave
this way in either of the models.

VIII. Discussion
In this section we consider several extensions of our model and its
applications. First, we look into the portability of our model to a different set of
Stag-Hunt games and data and compare the fit of our model to that of the EÖ
model. Then we discuss the predictions of our model in the context of one-way
cheap-talk, first in the Stag-Hunt games and then in mixed-motive games.
VIII.A. Other Stag-Hunt Games and Data Set
To examine the portability of our model, we use the Stag-Hunt games (Figure
3) and the data (Table 6) from Clark et al. (2001), derive predictions for their
games using our model, and finally estimate the parameter values.43 Unlike our
games, their games let the values of P and R change at the same time and in the
same direction. As a result, our model is unable to predict how the probability
with which the L0 players would choose action A ( pg ) changes in these games
and how the overall choice frequency of A in the absence of cheap-talk should

!

vary from one game to another.

When cheap-talk is allowed, we notice that there is no temptation to lie in
both Games 1 and 3. An L2 player who actually intends to play B but sends an A

43

Since a level-k model is appropriate for subjects’ initial responses, we only consider the firstround data in Table 6.
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message does not receive any additional monetary payoff in Game 1, while such a
lie reduces the player’s own monetary payoff in Game 3. On the other hand, the
lie reduces the other player’s payoff. So, when an L2 player incurs lying cost as in
our model, she does not lie in both Games 1 and 3. Game 2, however, has both the
temptation to lie and the lying cost. So, depending on the values of "1 and " , an
L2 player may behave differently across these games. Given "1 = 0.51 and
!
!
" # (0.027,0.127) (as in Table 4), an L2 player chooses A in Games 1 and 3 but

!
chooses B in Game 2. As Table 6 shows, we actually observe
more untruthful

!

behavior in Game 2 than in the other two games.44 As the estimations in Table 7
shows, our model fits the data better than the EÖ model both in terms of loglikelihood and MSPE.45
VIII.B. One-Way Cheap-Talk
Consider a one-way cheap-talk protocol in which one of the two players in a
Stag-Hunt game can send a message to the other player. After the message is
revealed, both players simultaneously make their action choices in the ensuing
game g. Recall that an L0 player plays A with probability pg (1" #0 ) + #20 in game g
(Figure 1). She sends a truthful message as a sender and disregards any message
!
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The EÖ model’s predictions for the three games in Figure 3 do not change from one game to
another (with or without cheap-talk) and are the same as those in our Games 3 and 4 (Figure 2).
45
We assume that L2 chooses the message-action combination AB in Game 2. For L2 to receive a
higher expected payoff from AB than from AA, it must be the case that " < 27 (400#1 $100) . So,

!
!

for " , it must be that "1 > 14 . We assume that "1 = 0.26. Similar to the case of our data, given "1,
" is not identified; we obtain a range for " . Given "1 = 0.26, we find that " # (0,1.143) . (Games
1 and 3 do not provide any information for the identification of "
!.)

!

!

!
!

!
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!

!

received as receiver. An L1 receiver believes the message received, allow for L0’s
tremble probability and best responds by choosing an action. Since an L1 sender
is indifferent between the two messages, she sends an A message and best
responds by choosing an action, believing that the L0 co-player chooses A with
probability pg (1" #0 ) + #20 . L1 plays her intended action with probability 1" #21 .
An L2 receiver expects an A message. After receiving an A message, an L2
!
receiver
correctly calculates L1’s choice probability. An L2!receiver then best

responds to these beliefs and plays her intended action with probability 1" #22 .
Now consider the case of an L2 sender who thinks that the co-player listens to the
!
message received but plays the action in the message with probability 1" #21 . After

taking into account of the lying cost as discussed in Section VI.B, L2 then best
responds by choosing a message and action combination!that maximizes her
expected payoff and plays her intended action with probability 1" #22 .
As in the case of two-way cheap-talk, given "1 = 0.51 and " # (0.027,0.127) ,
an L2 sender best responds by sending an A message!and choosing A in Games 1,
!
2 and 3 but choosing B in Game 4 (Figure
2). So,! in one-way cheap-talk we

expect to observe the specific type of untruthful behavior that we have already
observed in our experimental treatments with two-way cheap-talk (Table 2). The
extent of this behavior, however, is likely to be less than that in the case of twoway cheap-talk because some of the L2 players may be only receivers of
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messages. As a result, we expect the one-way cheap-talk to be more efficiencyenhancing than the two-way cheap-talk, which is consistent with Charness (2000).
VIII.C. The Mixed-Motive Games
Consider the mixed-motive game in Figure 4 with two pure-strategy Nash
equilibria: (A, B) and (B, A). Selten’s RD measure of (A, B) over (B, A) in this
#b " c &
game is given by R = Log%
( . When c = 0, this is a Battle-of-the-Sexes (BOS)
$ a '

game and when b > c > 0 , this is a Chicken game. In the BOS game, A is the risk! strategy. In the Chicken game, A (B) is the risk-dominant strategy if
dominant

!
b " c > (<) a .
When cheap-talk is not allowed, L0 plays A with probability p"g " (1# $0 ) + $20
!

where p"g " is the probability that an L0 player intends to play A in a mixed-motive
!
game g"; p"g " increases in R. All the higher-type players then best respond to the

!

immediate lower-type players and play their chosen actions with tremble. In many

! !
situations this will not lead to coordination, which requires that players within a

pair choose opposite to each other.
When one-way cheap-talk is allowed, we can describe the choice probabilities
of each type as in the case of a Stag-Hunt game. For low tremble probabilities,
one-way cheap-talk will resolve the coordination problem (as in the EÖ model).
In a BOS game and also in a Chicken game with a > c, there is no temptation to
lie as a player does not have preference over the co-player’s strategies. So, we
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will not observe untruthful messages in these cases. However, in a Chicken game
with a < c, an L2 player may send an untruthful message (i.e. send an A message
but play B).46 The higher is c (the lower is R), the more likely it is that the L2
player sends such an untruthful message and that there will be some coordination
failures. The EÖ model in contrast predicts no untruthful message and also no
coordination failures at all when one-way cheap-talk is allowed in a mixed-motive
game.

IX. Conclusion
This paper analyzes the capacity of non-binding and costless pre-play
communication among players, also known as cheap-talk, to promote efficiency
in four two-player two-action symmetric Stag-Hunt games that are a canonical
example of efficient coordination problems and a fitting benchmark for theories
of communication. A generic Stag-Hunt game is characterized by two Nash
equilibria that can be ranked by their efficiency property. The innovation of our
paper is that while analyzing cheap-talk, we systematically control for two
empirically critical equilibrium-selection criteria, the payoff- and risk-dominance.
In our first pair of games, both the criteria predict the efficient equilibrium, which

46

!

When an L2 player chooses the message-action combination AA her expected payoff is
(1" #21 )b . Her expected payoff from the message-action combination AB is
%b #c(
"1
"1
So,
she
will
send
the
untruthful
message
if
*.
2 a + (1# 2 )c # $ '
&c # a)
% c $ a(
#
" < #21 a'
* $ (1$ 21 )(c $ a) .
&b$c)

!
!
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augments that equilibrium’s chance to be picked. While in the other pair of the
games, the two criteria predict different equilibria, which presents players with a
sharp choice between efficiency and greater payoff security, the latter afforded by
the inefficient equilibrium. Subjects played each of our games once without or
with one round of cheap-talk in a between-subject design.
Our major finding is that when the two criteria predict different equilibria and
the efficient equilibrium is considerably payoff-attractive, two-way cheap-talk is
largely untruthful and turns out to be a detriment to efficiency. Specifically, the
absence of cheap-talk yields a higher level of efficiency than the presence of it.
On the other hand, when the two criteria predict different equilibria and the
efficient equilibrium is noticeably less payoff-attractive, two-way cheap-talk
yields a higher level of efficiency than no cheap-talk. Finally, we find that when
both the selection criteria predict the efficient equilibrium two-way cheap-talk is
as effective as without cheap-talk. Our findings thus uncover the varied effects of
cheap-talk on efficiency in a classic breed of coordination games. On the whole,
our findings cast serious doubt on the dominant conclusion drawn in the literature
that cheap-talk always increases efficiency in coordination games.
To explain our findings, we build a non-equilibrium level-k model in which
players tremble and incur lying cost to show how players’ incentive to be
untruthful changes across games. The model accounts for the varying degrees of
success of cheap-talk and provides a rationale for our results.
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Figures
Figure 2.
The four 2!2 symmetric Stag-Hunt games

Figure 1.
A generic 2!2 symmetric Stag-Hunt game
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Figure 3. Stag-Hunt games in Clark et al. (2001)
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Figure 4. A generic 2!2 mixed-motive game
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Tables
Table 1. Message and action choices by treatment
Message Choice
A

Action Choice

B

A

B

-

42/60
54/60
24/60
36/60

18/60
6/60
36/60
24/60

9/60
3/60
21/60
12/60

48/60
57/60
36/60
21/60

12/60
3/60
24/60
39/60

No-Cheap-Talk (NC) Treatments:
1NC
2NC
3NC
4NC

-

Cheap-talk (C) Treatments:
1C
2C
3C
4C

51/60
57/60
39/60
48/60

Table 2. Mapping of messages to action choices in cheap-talk treatments
Message Sent,
Action Chosen|
Message Received
A, A|A
A, B|A
B, A|A
B, B|A
A, A|B
A, B|B
B, A|B
B, B|B

Treatments
1C

2C

3C

4C

42
3
0
6
6
0
0
3

54
0
0
3
3
0
0
0

21
0
0
18
15
3
0
3

18
18
0
12
3
9
0
0
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!
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"0
4
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4
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C Treatments:

µ
!

kgAA m
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µkgBB m

!
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2
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!

!
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4
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$2
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4
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4
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!
!
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2
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2
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2
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2
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!
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2
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4
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!
!
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2
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2
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2
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!
2
4
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2
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Table 3: Types’ choice probabilities in no-cheap-talk and cheap-talk treatments

#0
2
!

!

!

#0
!
4

0

)

(

$1
2

)

(

)

0

)

a + (1# $21 )d >!$21 c + (1# $21 )b .

0

Notes:
!
!
!
!
!
!
1. Indicator that L1’s intended action choice is a˜ = A in game g (NC treatment): "1g = I(((1# $0 ) pg + $2 )a + ((1# $0 )(1# pg ) + $2 )d > ((1# $0 ) pg + $2 )c + ((1# $0 )(1# pg ) + $2 )b) .

(

$1
$1
$ 1!
!
! is a˜ = A in game
! g (NC treatment): " = " I (1# $ 1!
2. Indicator
that L2’s intended action choice
2g
1g
2 )a + 2 d > (1# 2 )c + 2 b + (1# "1g )I

(

c )( I( aˆ = AA)("
)

!

!
+ I (1# $20 )d + $20 a < (1# $20 )b + $20 c ( I( aˆ = AB)("2gAAA + "2gABA ) + I( aˆ = BB)("2gBAA + "2gBBA )).
!
!
6. Indicator that L1’s intended action choice is A when she receives a message m in game g (C treatment in the EÖ model): " gm = I(m = A) .

= I ((1#
(

3. Indicator that L1’s intended message-action
choice is aˆ = AA and she receives a message m in game g (C treatment):
!
!
"1gm = I(m = A)I (1# $20 )a + $20 d > (1# $20 )c + $20 b + I(m = B)I (1# $20 )d + $20 a > (1# $20 )b + $20 c .
!
4. Indicator that L2’s intended message-action choice is aˆ when she receives
a message m = A in game g (C treatment):
!
$1
$1
$1
$1
!
ˆ
ˆ
"2gaˆA = I( aˆ = AA)I((1# $21 )a + $21 d = M) + !
I( aˆ = AB)I((1# $21 )c + $21 b # % ( b#d
c#b ) = M) + I( a = BA)I((1# 2 )d + 2 a = M) + I( a = BB)I((1# 2 )b + 2 c = M)
where M = max{(1" #21 )a + #21 d, (1" #21 )c + #21 b " $ ( b"d
), (1" #21 )d + #21 a, (1" #21 )b + #21 c} .
c"b
!
5. Indicator that L2’s intended message-action!choice is aˆ when she receives a!message m = B in game g (C treatment):
$0
$0
$0
$0
ˆ
"2gaˆB
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! Same Across
Treatments,
Unrestricted Across
Player Types

Table 4: Maximum likelihood estimates

Our
Model

0.5000
0.5000
0.6750
0.0688
0.0688
0.1875
0.6750
0.0688
0.0688
0.1875

EÖ
Model
3NC
3C

4NC
4C

MSPE

!

!

lnL = –393.71

!

0.4000
0.6000
0.5385
0.0000
0.0000
0.4615
0.7143
0.3333
0.0000
0.3333

0.0228

0.5243
0.4758
0.5154
0.2722
0.0088
0.2035
0.5154
0.2722
0.0088
0.2035

0.4107
0.5893
0.6653
0.0088
0.0088
0.3171
0.4019
0.2722
0.0088
0.3171

0.0618

0.4374
0.5626
0.4899
0.0727
0.0727
0.3648
0.4899
0.0727
0.0727
0.3648

0.4374
0.5626
0.4899
0.0727
0.0727
0.3648
0.4899
0.0727
0.0727
0.3648

0.0226

0.0080
0.2231
0.7403
0.2597
0.4468
0.5532
0.8831
0.1169
0.5648
0.4352

0.6507
0.2997
0.0080
0.0416
0.4691
0.2997
0.0080
0.2231
0.4691
0.2997

0.0437

0.5000
0.5000
0.6750
0.0688
0.0688
0.1875
0.6750
0.0688
0.0688
0.1875

0.5000
0.5000
0.6750
0.0688
0.0688
0.1875
0.6750
0.0688
0.0688
0.1875

! Unrestricted Across
Player Types and
Treatment.
EÖ
Our
Model
Model
Action/
Message
Sent,
Action |
Message
Received
A
B
A,A|A
A,B|A
B,A|A
B,B|A
A,A|B
A,B|B
B,A|B
B,B|B

0.6000
0.4000
0.3750
0.3750
0.0000
0.2500
0.2500
0.7500
0.0000
0.0000

! Same Across
Treatment, Unrestricted
Across Player Types
EÖ
Our
Model
Model

A
B
A,A|A
A,B|A
B,A|A
B,B|A
A,A|B
A,B|B
B,A|B
B,B|B

Relative
Freq.

! 1, NC!= 0, ! 1,C = 0, "2,NC = 1, "2,C = 0.36

! 0 = 0.24,!! 1 = 0, " 2 = 0.76, ! 0, NC = 0, ! 0,C = 0,

"2 = 0.70
lnL = –424.81

EÖ Model

!

EÖ
Model

0.8060
0.0080
0.0080
0.1779
0.5143
0.2997
0.0080
0.1779
0.6482
0.0080

0.5000
0.5000
0.6750
0.0688
0.0688
0.1875
0.6750
0.0688
0.0688
0.1875

Treatments

!
!
! Table 5: Estimated choice probabilities and MSPE

= 0.56, "2,C = 0, " ! (0.027, 0.127)
lnL = !
–312.30 !

lnL = –314.63

Our Model

1

! 0 = 0.58, ! 1 = 0, " 2 = 0.42, ! 0 = 0, ! 1 = 0,

0

! 0 = 0.70, " 1 = 0, " 2 = 0.30, p1 = 0.70, p2 = 0.92, p3 = 0.56,
p = 0.72, ! = 0, " = 0.51, "2 = 0.12, " ! (0.027, 0.127)
4

!

!

!
! " 1 = 0, !
! 0 = 0.70,
" 2 = 0.30,!p1 = 0.75, !p2 = 0.95, p3 = 0.52,
! ! 0, NC!= 0, ! 0,C !
= 0.05, "1,NC = 0, "1,C = 0.51,
p4 = 0.68,
"2,NC
!

!

Our
Model
0.4374
0.5626
0.4899
0.0727
0.0727
0.3648
0.4899
0.0727
0.0727
0.3648

0.0080
0.3357
0.3565
0.2997
0.0080
0.3357
0.9424
0.0080
0.0080
0.0416

! Unrestricted Across
Player Types and
Treatment.

0.7740
0.2260
0.7652
0.0088
0.0088
0.2172
0.5018
0.2722
0.0088
0.2172

0.4374
0.5626
0.4899
0.0727
0.0727
0.3648
0.4899
0.0727
0.0727
0.3648

! Same Across
Treatment, Unrestricted
Across Player Types

0.7000
0.3000
0.8235
0.0588
0.0000
0.1176
0.6667
0.0000
0.0000
0.3333
0.9232
0.0769
0.9143
0.0088
0.0088
0.0680
0.6509
0.2722
0.0088
0.0680

Relative
Freq.

Action/
Message
Sent,
Action |
Message
Received
A
B
A,A|A
A,B|A
B,A|A
B,B|A
A,A|B
A,B|B
B,A|B
B,B|B
0.9000
0.1000
0.9474
0.0000
0.0000
0.0526
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

!

! Unrestricted Across
Player Types and
!
Treatments

Treatments

1NC
1C

2NC
2C

A
B
A,A|A
A,B|A
B,A|A
B,B|A
A,A|B
A,B|B
B,A|B
B,B|B
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! Same Across
Treatments,
Unrestricted Across
Player Types
! Unrestricted Across
Player Types and
!
Treatments

!

NC Treatments:
A
B

15
1
3
7
5
5
0
4

12
28

Game 1

12
4
5
6
3
8
1
1

21
19

Game 2

8
2
1
2
1
2
0
4

10
10

Game 3

Table 6: First-round data from Clark et al. (2001)

C Treatments:
A, A|A
A,B|A
B, A|A
B, B|A
A, A|B
A, B|B
B, A|B
B, B|B

EÖ Model

Table 7: Maximum likelihood estimates using first-round data from Clark et al. (2001)
Our Model

!
!

!

1, NC

!

! 1,C = 0.07, "2,NC = 0.86, "2,C = 0.71

!

!

lnL = –192.06, MSPE = 0.0210

!
= 0.76,

! 0 = 0.24, !!1 = 0.33, " 2 = 0.43, ! 0, NC = 0, ! 0,C = 0,

"2 = 0.81
lnL = –194.19, MSPE = 0.0218

! 0 = 0.32, ! 1 = 0.38, " 2 = 0.30, ! 0 = 0, ! 1 = 0.44,

2,NC

lnL = –186.20, MSPE = 0.0195

0

! 0 = 0.37, " 1 = 0.26, " 2 = 0.37, p1 = 0.46, p2 = 0.79,
p = 0.76, ! = 0.10, ! 1 = 0.26, "2 = 0.74, " ! (0, 1.14)
3

!

!

!
! 0 = 0.41,!" 1 = 0.32, !
" 2 = 0.27,!p1 = 0.39, p2 = 0.72,
p3 = 0.69, ! 0, NC = 0, !!0,C = 0.25,!"1,NC = 0.61, ! 1,C = 0.26,
"
= 0.69, "2,C = 0.65, " ! (0, 1.14)
!lnL = –185.53,
! MSPE!= 0.0192

!
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(Not for Publication)
Experimental Instructions for the Cheap-talk Treatment

Your Identification Number:
This is an experiment in the economics of decision-making. Your
identification number is written at the top right-hand of this instructions page. If
you follow the instructions carefully and make good decisions, you can earn a
considerable amount of money which will be privately paid to you in cash at the
end of the experiment. It is important that you do not talk or in any way try to
communicate with other participants during the experiment. If you do not follow
these rules, we will have to ask you to leave the experiment.
At the beginning of the experiment, each of you will be randomly paired
with another participant in this room. To do this, the experimenter will write
down the identification numbers on separate pieces of paper and put them in box.
The experimenter will then randomly draw two of these pieces of paper at a time.
You will be informed of the identification number of your pair, but no one will
ever learn the actual identity of his/her pair. You and your pair will then
participate in the experiment which consists of two steps: in the first step you and
your pair will make announcements to each other about the option each of you
intend to choose in the second step, and then in the second step you and your pair
will choose the actual option. The combined option choices of you and your pair
in the second step will jointly determine the dollar earnings for both of you.
Below we first describe the second step so that you know what decisions
you will be making and how your earnings will be determined, and then we
describe the first step of the experiment in which you make the announcement.
Second Step
In this step of the experiment, you and your pair will separately and
independently select an option. Both of you will only have two options to choose
from: Option 1 and Option 2. You will make your decision in a piece of paper
labeled “Decision Sheet” which will be given to you before the second step
begins. The sheet will have the following statement printed on it:
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“MY CHOICE IS:

OPTION 1 / OPTION 2”.

You will circle either OPTION 1 or OPTION 2 (whichever one you decide
to choose). When all the participants finish making their choices, the
experimenter will collect the Decision Sheets from all of you. Then you and your
pair’s decisions will be combined. Based upon your combined decision, you and
your pair will be able to earn money. There are four possible situations:
• If both of you choose OPTION 1, then both of you will earn $_____.
• If you choose OPTION 1 and your pair chooses OPTION 2, then you
will earn $_____ and your pair will earn $_____.
• If you choose OPTION 2 and your pair chooses OPTION 1, then you
will earn $_____ and your pair will earn $_____.
• If both of you choose OPTION 2, then both of you will earn $_____.
Now, we describe the first step.
First Step
Before you participate in the second step, the first step will take place in
which you and your pair will make an announcement to each other regarding
which of the two options you intend to choose in the second step. At the
beginning of the experiment each of you will be given an “Announcement Sheet”
that you will use to make the announcement to your pair. The sheet will have the
following statement printed on it:
“I INTEND TO CHOOSE:

OPTION 1 / OPTION 2”.

You will circle either OPTION 1 or OPTION 2 (whichever one you decide
to announce). When all the participants finish making their announcements, the
experimenter will collect the Announcement Sheets from all of you. Then the
experimenter will privately pass each participant’s Announcement Sheet to
his/her pair. After all the Announcement Sheets have been distributed in this
manner, the second step will start and continue according to the procedures we
have already described under the heading: Second Step.
To summarize the whole process of today’s experiment, after you have
been paired with another participant, you and your pair will first make an
announcement to each other about the intended decision, and then after you and
your pair learn about each other’s announcement, you and your pair will make the
actual decisions. After the experimenter combines you and your pair’s decisions,
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you and your pair’s earnings will be determined and be paid privately in cash.
This will be the end of the experiment.
Now, do you have any questions before we start the experiment? During
the experiment, if you have any questions, please raise your hand; the
experimenter will come to your to answer your questions.
We will now start the experiment by pairing each of you with another
participant.
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